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Abstract

New multijunctionthermal convertersfabricated in
a commercial CMOS foundry are described and the
results of measurementsof their ac-dc transfer
characteristicsare given.

Introduction

New multijunctionthermal converters (MITCs)
have been fabricatedas microstructuresin a
commercial CMOS IC foundry such as offered by
MOSISt [1].These new MITCs are suitable for the
measurementof ac voltage or current for
frequencies rangingfrom audio to above 1 MHz
using conventionalthermal transfer techniques.
The main innovationof this work is the ability to
manufacturethe device in such a commercial
process. This allows easy integrationwith VLSI
microcircuitsusing standard design libraries and
leads to low-cost,foundry-independentproducts.

Fabrication

It has been demonstratedthat three dimensional
microstructurescan be realized in a routine,
commercial CMOS process with an additional
post-processingetch procedure [2,3]. This step is a
"maskless" etch in ethylene diamine-pyrocatecol-
water carriedout after devices are received from the
foundry. Special layout considerations and
methods are used to create an open area that
exposes the silicon surface to the etchant [4]
producing suspendedstructures composed of layers
of metal and polysilicon encapsulated in Si02.

Thermal convertershave recently been constructed
using custom processing [5]. These devices used

additional layers of Si02-SbN4-Si02 to create
suspended membranes by backside etching of Si
and special metallizationlayersfor the
thermocouples. In our work, only the "standard"
layers that are available in a routine commercial
CMOS process are used. A similar approach was
also demonstratedin [6];however,a ShN4layer
was used in those structures which is not generally
available at commercialCMOSfoundries.

Figure 1 shows a picture of a typical device
fabricated throughthe MOSIS service. The MITC
is a cantilever structurewith a suspended,resistance
heating element and thermocouplehot junctions
located near the heater on the cantilever. The pit
etched below is 15Ox150pm in size. The heater
structure is composedof a polysiliconresistor and
the thermocouplesare made of aluminum-
polysilicon. These thermocoupleshave been
shown to have a significantSeebeckeffect [6].

Results

Typical overallsensitivitiesof about 15mV/mW
have been measured in air. Some structureshave
been made with thermal time constantsof 3 ms;
however, other designsmade with greater thermal
mass have longer time constants. Approximate
ac-dc differencesof the new MITCs, measured as
voltage convertersat 1V, are -10 ppm at 10kHz,
-210 ppm at 100kHz, and -260 ppm at 1 MHz.
The dc reversalerrors are generallya few tens of
ppm.

These results indicate that these low-cost,foundry-
fabricated MITCs are very promisingas RMS
sensors for use in general instrumentationup to and
beyond 1 MHz.
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Fig. 1. An SEM micrographof a multijunctionthermal converterfabricated in a commercialCMOS process.
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